
World-leading research, development and innovation 
support for SMEs exploring digital technologies 
connected to the underground environment

DEEP
DIGITAL
CORNWALL



The project team is led by the University 
of Exeter (Camborne School of Mines and 
the Institute for Data Science and Artificial 
Intelligence) with delivery partners Cornish 
Lithium, Cornwall Resources and the South 
West Centre of Excellence in Satellite 
Applications. 

Through collaborations with the project 
team, SMEs are supported in tackling digital 
research and innovation challenges that will 
unlock business opportunities and support 
the economic growth of their organisations 
and the region. Through research, innovation, 
consultancy and access to the project’s 

£775k grant fund, SMEs are developing 
new products, processes and services in 
sectors that connect with the underground 
environment, creating jobs and forging long-
term collaborative partnerships. 

New digital technologies and novel research 
techniques unlocked by the Internet of Things 
(IoT), Artificial Intelligence, Automation, 
Sensing, Machine Learning, Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAVs) and Data Analytics offer 
just some of the exciting routes to innovate, 
create new opportunities and overcome 
existing challenges around the underground 
environment.

Introduction
Launched in early 2021, Deep Digital Cornwall is a £4.2 million project that provides 
SMEs based in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly  access to research skills, innovation  
expertise, new datasets and state-of-the-art immersive technology facilities for 3D 
and 4D data visualisation.
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Examples of digital business development 
areas connected to the underground

Geochemical
Hydrogeological
Remote sensing

Geophysical 
Geological

Visualisation centre
Hardware prototyping
Software development

Machine learningHeritage
Biodiversity

Conservation
Low-Carbon 

Economies
Monitoring

Tourism

Planning
Geothermal

Hazard mitigation
Processing technologies

Mineral exploration
Optimisation

Extraction



How we can help

Business Assists
The project is supporting and nurturing a world-leading cluster of research-
active, highly innovative SMEs in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, applying 
digital solutions to a wide range of business opportunities connected to the 
underground. This is achieved by providing SMEs with access to the project 
Business Assists, Grant Fund and Data Visualisation Suite, in addition to 
networking events and discovery workshops on priority research themes. 
Collaborative work around research and innovation topics takes place with 
project-dedicated DDC Impact Fellows, academics and industry specialists.

Financial & Non-Financial Support

Your journey with Deep Digital Cornwall is likely to start with a Business Assist 
that will be guided by your SME’s requirements. Business Assists will give your 
SME access to research skills and may take many forms. Aimed at creating 
innovation within your business and ultimately leading to the creation of new 
products, processes and services, the Business Assist can also be used to 
apply for one of the project’s Grant Fund options, where the research team 
will continue to work with you as you move towards more in-depth research, 
development and innovation activities.

 Deep Digital Cornwall will provide you with cutting-edge research and 
innovation expertise across multiple disciplines, from world-leading academics 
at Camborne School of Mines and the Institute of Data Science and Artificial 
Intelligence at the University of Exeter, and business leaders within our delivery 
partners Cornish Lithium, Cornwall Resources and the South West Centre of 
Excellence in Satellite Applications.
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Events & Workshops
Alongside Business Assists, the Deep Digital Cornwall project also run 
group-based knowledge exchange activities for networking, discovery and 
exploration.  

–  Deep Digital Discovery Workshops offer focused seminars on hot topics with 
innovation potential. Delivered by academic and industry experts, Discovery 
Rooms will invite SMEs to engage in inspiring conversations, network, and 
explore digital technology developments and opportunities to grow their 
business.

–  Deep Digital Research Rooms give SMEs insights into the current frontier 
research and beyond state-of-the-art digital technologies in research areas 
connected to the underground environment, through conversations with 
academics and industry leaders.  

–  Business-led events, data visualisation training sessions and project workshops  
offer access to knowledge, the project’s data visualisation suite, and a space 
to share experiences and guidance around research and innovation activities, 
support for staff and networking opportunities .

In its first year, Deep Digital Cornwall has awarded more 
than £300k in grant funding and provided more than 
200 hours of business support to 16 Cornish SMEs.

North Coast Consulting Ltd
GeoScience Ltd
Moon Geology

3D Mine Surveying International Ltd 
Fracture Systems Ltd

Research by British Lithium Ltd
Agua Enodo Ltd

Carrak Consulting Ltd

Cornish Metals - South Crofty Ltd
Cornwall Consultants Ltd

EGS Energy Ltd
Petrolab Ltd

Motion Signal Technologies Ltd
Ver Facil Ltd

Lonely Bird Records
PROSpectral Ltd

SMEs supported in 2021 and early 2022



• Knowledge exchange, consultancy and research development meetings and   
 workshops

• Access to Deep Digital Cornwall Data Visualisation Suite 

• Access to University of Exeter academic expertise in the Camborne School of  
 Mines and the Institute for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence 

• Access to the South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite Applications 

• Access to industry expertise and experience via Deep Digital Cornwall’s   
 industry connections and delivery partners

• Access to the Deep Digital Cornwall Grant Fund and proposal development   
 support

• Feasibility studies

• Software and hardware prototyping 

• Rapid prototyping 

• Digital data access, development and support

With a grant fund of £775k, the funding streams below are available to support 
research, development and innovation activity at appropriate scales within eligible 
SMEs.  

Innovation Vouchers (up to £5,000)  
These vouchers are 100% grant-funded and are awarded to SMEs to work up 
innovative ideas that explore the development of new products, processes or services 
to help grow your business. 

Research and Innovation Projects (up to £100,000)  
These ambitious grants are available to SMEs to support applied research and 
technological developments, pilot studies, early product validation actions, 
advancement of manufacturing capabilities and first production. These can involve a 
collaboration of SMEs, and target research and innovation that will give SMEs global 
leadership in new digital business areas (up to 80% grant funded).

The project team will be happy to assist your SME journey as you develop your idea 
towards application.

Deep Digital Cornwall Grant Fund

Additional Support Activities



Deep Digital Cornwall has built a new physical hub on the Penryn Campus, 
a central access point for the project and SMEs in Cornwall and the Isles 
of Scilly. The hub hosts a state-of-the-art Virtalis GeoVisionary immersive 
technology environment with specialist computer hardware, software and 
datasets for use and exploration by Cornish SMEs.

This environment enables the visualisation 
of multiple layers of complex datasets 
in 3D and 4D (subsurface, surface and 
satellite), providing SMEs with a myriad of 
new research and innovation opportunities 
related to the underground environment 
of Cornwall and beyond. Use of the 
Visualisation Suite is guided by university 
specialists, industry and public sector 
collaborators, researchers and business 
development specialists, building on years 
of academic and commercial research 
knowledge.

The facility will provide local organisations 
with access to:

•   A central space for CIoS open access 
datasets

•   A state-of-the art 3D and 4D modelling 
and visualisation suite allowing SMEs to 
visualise their data in real-time and with 
immersive technologies

•   A range of advanced software packages 
and computing infrastructure

•   Expert knowledge and research 
assistance from specialists across the 
partners

•   A platform allowing SMEs to import and 
visualise their own data alongside specialist 
support

•   Regular training sessions

Data Visualisation Suite
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The South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite 

Applications (SWCoESA) is part of the Satellite 

Applications Catapult network, and will provide 

invaluable access to research skills, knowledge, 

networks and external funding streams in satellite 

applications, global space technologies and their 

relation to the underground environment.

Conrad Gillespie, Centre Manager

Devi Whittle, Agritech Lead

Academics – University of Exeter 
Dr Robin Shail, Geology

Prof Karen Hudson-Edwards, Sustainable Mining

Prof John Coggan, Rock Engineering

Dr Declan Vogt, Robotics & Automated Mining

Dr Rich Crane, Sustainable Mining

Prof Ben Williamson, Applied Mineralogy

Dr Saptarshi Das, Mathematics

Prof Gavin Shaddick, Data Science

Prof Richard Everson, Machine Learning

Prof Ed Keedwell, Artificial Intelligence

Dr Andrew Cowley, Computing

Prof Kip Jeffrey, Mining Education

Prof Hylke Glass, Mining & Mineral Engineering

Dr Matthew Thomas, Environmental Intelligence

Expertise & Experience

Delivery Partners 
The Cornish Lithium team have a project dedicated 

data scientist who will establish novel research 

methods that combine new geophysical and 

geochemical data with historical datasets and 

machine learning capabilities. These outputs will 

feature within the data visualisation suite, providing 

new information and seeding innovation ideas and 

opportunities for SME beneficiaries. In addition to 

this Cornish Lithium and their team of geologists are 

able to support your business grow with access to 

their expert industry knowledge. 

Dr Chris Yeomans, Research Manager

Chris Harker, Head of Exploration

Fred Jackson, Data Scientist

Karen Oliver, Project Manager

Collaboration with Deep Digital Cornwall has 

allowed Cornwall Resources the opportunity to 

collect substantive geochemical and geophysical 

samples at target areas within their Redmoor 

copper-tin-tungsten project in east Cornwall. The 

results of this field programme will be available 

in the Deep Digital Cornwall Hub, allowing the 

generation of new data and research methodologies 

to advance projects. Cornwall Resources will create 

opportunities to share knowledge on how these 

types of data are gathered for digital applications 

with SME beneficiaries.

Dennis Rowland Senior Geologist

Eligible SMEs  can access academic research experience and 
excellence at the Camborne School of Mines (CSM) and the Institute for 
Data Science and Artificial Intelligence (IDSAI) at the University of Exeter. 

In addition to university support, eligible SMEs will benefit from collaboration with and research 

outputs from the project’s three Delivery Partners: Cornwall Resources, Cornish Lithium and 

the South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite Applications (SWCoESA).
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Shay Sigafoos  
Project Manager

Steph Wilk 
Business Development  

Manager

Charlotte Mitchell 
Project Administrator 

Communications & Marketing

Laura Carter-Greaves 
Impact Fellow –  

Digital Mining Innovation

Dr Nick Harper 
Impact Fellow –  

Geology

Dr Jane Gallwey  
Impact Fellow –  

Satellite Applications

If you wish to explore any elements of the Deep Digital Cornwall project with the team,  
please do not hesitate to get in touch via: deepdigitalcornwall@exeter.ac.uk

We will be more than happy to arrange video-calls or to arrange in-person or online meetings with 
DDC team members,to expand on the content in this brochure and investigate the eligibility of your 
organisation.

The Deep Digital Cornwall project is based at:

The University of Exeter 
Penryn Campus 
Penryn, Cornwall TR10 9FE

Meet the Team
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Fred Jackson 
Data Scientist–  
Cornish Lithium

Prof Frances Wall 
Project Lead  

Professor of Applied Mineralogy 

Dr Matt Eyre 
Project Lead  



This publication version 2.0 30/04/2022 was  
created by and remains the property of  

Deep Digital Cornwall for the duration of the project. 

The Deep Digital Cornwall project is funded by the 
European Regional  Development Fund.


